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a b s t r a c t

The Stand Allocation Problem (SAP) consists in assigning aircraft activities (arrival, departure and inter-

mediate parking) to aircraft stands (parking positions) with the objective of maximizing the number of

passengers/aircraft at contact stands and minimizing the number of towing movements, while respecting a

set of operational and commercial requirements. We first prove that the problem of assigning each operation

to a compatible stand is NP-complete by a reduction from the circular arc graph coloring problem. As a

corollary, this implies that the SAP is NP-hard. We then formulate the SAP as a Mixed Integer Program (MIP)

and strengthen the formulation in several ways. Additionally, we introduce two heuristic algorithms based

on a spatial and time decomposition leading to smaller MIPs. The methods are tested on realistic scenarios

based on actual data from two major European airports. We compare the performance and the quality of

the solutions with state-of-the-art algorithms. The results show that our MIP-based methods provide sig-

nificant improvements to the solutions outlined in previously published approaches. Moreover, their low

computation makes them very practical.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. and Association of European Operational Research Societies (EURO) within the

International Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Every day, airports deal with different decisions related to aircraft

movements. These decisions usually involve the use of fixed and lim-

ited resources such as runways, stands (parking positions) and pas-

senger gates. Due to the growing flow of passengers, these resources

are falling short of needs while activity planning is increasingly crucial

and complex. Consequently, some airports have experienced deteri-

oration in service quality. In one of our partner airports, the number

of passengers allocated to remote stands has increased in the last

years. This affects passenger connection times, increases bus transfer

costs and decreases airport revenue given that airlines usually pay

lower fees for flights allocated to remote stands. Since building new

terminal gates is expensive and does not provide a short-term so-

lution, value can only be gained from better management of airport

resources.

In this paper we deal with the Stand Allocation Problem (SAP).

This consists in assigning aircraft operations to available stands in line

with operational requirements and different objectives. This problem

is closely related to the Gate Allocation Problem (GAP). Our work re-

sults from close collaboration between the laboratory G-Scop and the
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company Amadeus. In what follows, we provide a detailed description

of the stands, aircraft operations, operational requirements and the

different objectives to be taken into account for solving the SAP.

A stand is an aircraft parking position. Fig. 1 illustrates the two

types of possible stands: contact stands (i.e., stands touching an air-

port terminal gate) and remote stands (i.e., stands where a bus is

needed to reach the terminal). Airports and airlines usually prefer

contact stands as they are more convenient for passengers and no

bus transfer is necessary.

The stand operations of an aircraft turnaround can be roughly

divided into three parts: disembarkation of the arrival flight, wait-

ing, and embarkation of the departure flight. Disembarkation con-

cerns passengers and luggage and also involves aircraft ground

handling operations (refueling, cabin services, catering, etc.) linked to

the aircraft’s arrival. Similarly, embarkation concerns passengers and

luggage and other related ground handling operations. The waiting

period can be null if the turnaround is short. During the waiting pe-

riod, airport operators may decide to tow (move) aircraft to other

stands. This can be for several reasons but usually targets a better

utilization of valuable stands (e.g. contact stands). However, these

operations require an expensive towing tractor (see Fig. 2) and in-

crease airport congestion. The data provided by our partner airports

shows that, at most, two towing operations are performed during a

turnaround: one after disembarkation and one before embarkation.

Consequently, we assume that turnarounds are split into three oper-

ations at most.
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Fig. 1. Airport stands.

Fig. 2. A towing tractor.

In order to define operations, we need to distinguish between

three situations depending on the waiting period length (see Fig. 3).

If the waiting period is too short to move the aircraft (case (a)), then

we consider that we only have to schedule a single operation since

disembarkation, waiting and embarkation will necessarily take place

at the same stand. In order to make the assignment plan robust in

the face of small disruptions such as short delays or early arrivals,

we add a buffer time at the beginning and end of this single opera-

tion. If the waiting period is long enough to move the aircraft twice

(case (b)), then we split the turnaround into three operations since

an aircraft can potentially disembark at one stand, wait at a second

stand and embark at a third stand. We add a buffer time before and

after embarkation and disembarkation operations. If the duration of

the waiting period is only long enough to move the aircraft once but

not twice (case (c)), then the turnaround is split into two operations

with the waiting time equally distributed between both operations

and providing of a buffer time. Note that a different distribution of

the waiting time is possible, but the one described above seems to

be the most natural. We also add a buffer time before the embarka-

tion operation and after the disembarkation operation. When towing

is allowed (cases (b) and (c)), the towing time is much shorter than

the disembarkation and embarkation times. Hence these can be in-

cluded in the operations, which simplifies modeling even if it results

in a slight overestimation of processing times. Indeed, this approach

gives flexibility for actually performing the towing during the opera-

tions. In what follows, the set of operations, with fixed start and end

time, is considered an input of the problem and is given by the airport.

The assignment of aircraft operations to stands must take into

account aircraft-stand compatibility. Indeed, not all aircraft can be

assigned to all the stands because of size compatibility but also be-
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Fig. 3. Splitting turnarounds in operations and adding buffer times.

cause of aircraft flight requirements. For example, some stands are

forbidden to international flights because they do not offer access to

governmental inspection facilities. Furthermore, two overlapping op-

erations must not be assigned to the same stand. Finally, adjacency

conflicts, also called shadow restrictions, must be taken into account,

e.g. two large aircraft cannot be assigned to adjacent stands simulta-

neously.

The quality of an assignment plan can be defined using several,

often competing criteria, such as the number of unassigned opera-

tions, the number of passengers at contact stands, compliance with

airline preferences, passenger connection convenience or the num-

ber of towing operations. In practice, an unassigned operation has

to be handled manually, either overstepping certain requirements or

delaying a flight. One option is to assign an operation to a non com-

patible stand and to transfer passengers to a compatible terminal area

by bus. Another option is to keep the aircraft waiting on the tarmac.

In the literature, several authors consider the objective of minimiz-

ing passengers’ walking distance or connection time (see Section 2).

However, this is not always a suitable approach for airports since a

large share of their revenue comes from the shops hosted in the ter-

minal. The more passengers walk, the more likely they are to go into

a shop and buy something thus boosting the airport’s revenue.

For our partner airports, the assignment of aircraft activities is

generally decided, at the latest, the day before the operations. In this

phase, computation time is not overly problematic. However, on the

day the operations are scheduled, disruptions can happen. Many ran-

dom events may occur, leading to delays and flight cancellations. New

flights (e.g. general aviation) and diversions can also impact plan-

ning. Hence, the assignment must be robust in the sense that small

disruptions must not oblige airport authorities to change the whole

assignment plan. Bigger disruption may oblige the airport to reassign

aircraft. In this case, computation times need to be very short.

The Stand Allocation Problem (SAP) is closely related to the Gate

Allocation Problem (GAP). A gate is the boarding desk where passen-

gers’ tickets are checked by the airline and a stand is the position

where the aircraft is parked. In many US airports, embarking and dis-

embarking passengers at remote stands is forbidden. Consequently,

there is a perfect match between stands and gates, and therefore
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